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T 1, T 2, E4, E5, and Battalion 1 - responded to a commercial structure fire – 41715 Elm Street, #101
Shortly after 7:00 am on May 22, 2018, Murrieta Fire and Rescue units responded to a report of a fire
alarm at a commercial complex in the 41000 block of Elm Street, south of Jefferson Ave. Truck 1 arrived
at scene and discovered smoke from a corner suite within the building, prompting a full structure fire
response. Engine 3 was assigned as fire attack, with the crew making entry and quickly extinguishing the
fire. Additional resources arrived at the scene and assisted in checking for extension and ventilating
smoke from the building. Thanks to the quick action by responding firefighters, damage from the fire was
kept at a minimum. (Commentary and photos were provided by Joe Fanaselle)

Firefighter/Paramedic Patrick Wagoner celebrates passing probation by exchanging his probationary shield for a fulltime one.
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Captain Sean DeGrave - TRAINING DIVISION

On September 19, 2016, two days after the fire started,
approximately 50+ firefighters were assigned to Division
Zulu on the north side of Honda Canyon, about a mile east
of the site where four Air Force firefighters were entrapped
and killed on the Honda Fire in 1977.
Assigned to the division that day were 8 engines, 4 dozers, 1
water tender, and a 20-person hand crew comprised of 3
helitack crews. All were ordered by the Division Supervisor
to take refuge in a safety zone.

Wildfire Today • March 27, 2017 • Bill Gabbert

Dozens of firefighters were entrapped and endured a
harrowing escape through very thick smoke and flying
embers.
The Wildland Fire Lessons Learned Center has released a
review of the entrapment of dozens of firefighters that
occurred six months ago on the Canyon Fire at Vandenberg
Air Force Base.

I was trying to write a short synopsis of EMS week and
why we should celebrate EMS personnel. I came
across this article, “What It Means to be a
Paramedic,” - I had to include it in the reasons why it
is important to celebrate EMS Week.
From your Nurse, thank you!!
Thank you for taking the extra time with an elderly
patient. Thank you for comforting a scared child.
Thank you for saving a life. Thank you for sacrificing
your family for a stranger’s.

After observing conditions that morning last September, the
tactic decided on was to fire out the ridge on the north side
of Honda Canyon, which runs east and west. MORE
EMS Coordinator
Jennifer Antonucci

I have witnessed the miracle of birth; I have held a
baby in my arms as it took its last breath; I sometimes
do not eat meals on time; I have laughed with my
patients; I have cried with my patients; Patients have
vomited on me; I have comforted a father who held
his dead son in his arms and grieved with the greatest
sorrow I have ever seen.

I administer medications; sometimes, I work on
Christmas; I have compassion for my patients; I
control bleeding; I cut my patients out of wrecked
WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A PARAMEDIC
cars; I have been called an ambulance driver; I have
EMS World • October 31, 2005 • Gary Ludwig, MS, EMT-P
had people try to beat me through an intersection
For a while now, whenever I think about it, I have
when I am driving with lights and sirens; I have said a
been jotting down sayings from out in the field.
short prayer for a patient I just delivered to an
Some come from my own experiences and some are
emergency room in critical condition.
sayings or comments that I have heard from
paramedic/firefighters that are a reflection of their I start IVs; I work shift work; I have sat for hours in my
experiences. When compiled, what emerges is a ambulance while on a standby; I read EKGs; I have
unique perspective of life that few people will ever fought fires; I work a second job on my off-days to
provide for my children…
MORE
experience.
Jen

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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Old fire hoses used to keep classrooms safe
Alex Cabrero KSLTV •CBS Los Angeles • May 22, 2018

GLENDALE, Ariz. – No matter what it costs,
schools all across the country are trying to do
whatever possible to keep students safe.
Especially in situations where a shooter is trying
to enter a classroom.
Still, high-tech locking mechanisms and shatter-resistant glass can affect any
budget. That’s why one idea by an elementary school is about as unique as
it gets; it’s cheap and it’s simple.
The Glendale Fire Department donated cut pieces of their old,
decommissioned hoses to use as “safety sleeves.” Basically, you slide a foot
long piece of hose over a door arm mechanism.
The hose is strong enough to prevent someone from opening the door. The
hose wouldn’t be left on the arm during the day for fire code and ADA
reasons, but in an emergency situation, like a lockdown or a school shooter,
the hose can quickly be placed over the door arms.

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service

MORE

INSPECTION SUMMARY
FINAL-Fire
1
FIRE-Alarm Final
5
FIRE-Overhead Hydro
1
FIRE-Rough
0
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
10
FIRE-Miscellaneous
0
FIE-Pre-Thrust Block
0
State Mandated Inspections
1
Business Inspections
7
Business Re-Inspections
33
Job Site Visits
0
Business Consultation
9
Investigation
0
Knox Box Key Install
1
Total
68
New Submittals
Fire Sprinklers
0
Fire Alarms
0
Building
0
High Pile Storage
0
Total
0
Resubmittals
Fire Sprinklers
0
Fire Alarms
0
Building
0
Total
0
Plan Check Review
Approved
3
Corrections
0
Total
3
Fees Collected
$4,777

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: No activity

T2R: In service
E2: OOS – ball valve

Station 2: No activity

E3: In service
E3R: OOS – check engine light

Station 3: No activity

E4: In service
E4R: In service at St #5

Station 4: No activity

E5: OOS - AC and electrical
B2: In service

Station 5: No activity

B3: In service
B5: OOS – pump seal overhaul
OES: In service
R5: In service
WT: In service

Predictive Services Wesite HERE
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(Captain Eric Ackerman)

RESPONSE DATA
9
0
99
9
0
0
11
8
1
38
3
3
0
181

Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
Technical Rescue
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Miscellaneous
Citizen Complaint
Total Calls

EMS calls Only – Goals Reached
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
0:59
92%
95%
Turnout
2:21
61%
28%
Travel
5:46
93%
46%
Total Response
8:06
92%
48%
FIRE Calls Only – Goals Reached
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:25
89%
61%
Turnout
2:21
41%
24%
Travel
7:49
65%
35%
Total Response
8:06
87%
13%

Training Minutes: Poling and
Elevator Rescue
Fire Engineering • Jan 23, 2018
11-Step Initial Response Procedures (IRP): Contact
elevator mechanic and building management
 Obtain the building's lock box key, if one is
available. The box may contain useful elevator
keys.
 Send two firefighters to the motor room. They
should be equipped with keys for the locked motor
room, a set of irons, radios, LOTO kit, and an
appropriate fire extinguisher.
 If multiple elevators are present, verify which
elevator is stalled. It is very important not to open
the wrong hoistway door. Doing so will stop the
operating elevator in mid-travel, possibly causing
additional problems.
 Determine the elevator's location in the hoistway.
 Once you have located the elevator, make
immediate verbal contact with the passengers and
assure them of their safety. Ask if anyone is ill or
injured. Here is where you will determine if you
have a fire, injury, panic (FIP) situation.
MORE

We never know the full story when
we look into someone else’s eyes. It
doesn’t matter who it is. Our
spouses, our children, our friends,
our business colleagues—we all
have chapters in our stories that are
as yet untold or never told. It will
always be that way.
The best we can do is get better at listening, remain open to
compassion, and craft compartmentalization strategies to balance the
myriad conflicts that attempt to overrun us even when we appear to
be at our best.
Appearance is always deceptive. It’s why writers have something to
write about. It’s why most of us like to read stories, see plays, and
watch movies. We trust storytellers to reveal to us the points of
backstory we need to piece together a coherent narrative. Sometimes
we call that entertainment. Other times we call it the awakening
inspired by a cautionary tale.
Life instruction is much harder. Think about the people you will
encounter this week. Which of the following might they be
experiencing and trying to integrate into the disjointed career
demands of their workplace and the to-do lists filling their calendars:







Might they have a dear friend in the hospital with a terrible
disease?
Might they have just learned one friend is getting divorced
and another divorced a year ago in silence?
Might they be looking for ways to support people living far
away whose lives are being devastated by a natural disaster?
Might they have bet heavily on a seemingly safe investment
and lost enormously in its bankruptcy?
Might they have heard from the IRS that no matter how
careful they were on their tax filings they are being audited?
Might they have recently discovered their retirement savings
will not sustain them as they had planned for decades?

Article HERE
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The chiefs have encouraged the
stations to adopt a mascot and
motto; Abe has inspired them.
Mary is experimenting with
other forms of compliance…

Caption this photo______________

Fire Chief accepts push-up challenge against a
couple of young ladies at CFED – he won!

Chief Lantzer is initiated into the exclusive
“Gentleman of Poor Judgement” or GOPJ,
during our recent Baggers meeting in Phoenix

Wondering how many volunteered for smoldering
overhaul at the Mary Jane fire on Tuesday…

◄The attendees
of CFED offered
retired CalFire,
Riverside Unit Fire
Chief, John
Hawkins a nice
tribute on
Tuesday.

BLOG:
Sometimes you just
have to cut off the
head of a
concubine

HERE
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FIRE CHIEF’s CORNER
The Art of Accountability: Sometimes You Just Have to Cut Off the Head of a Concubine
One of the more difficult challenges a firehouse leader is faced with, is dealing with an employee that
has seemingly replaced their passion, motivation, and commitment to serve, with an equal commitment
to be a royal pain in the buttocks. You know who I’m referring to: it is the person that, as a recruit, once
sat across an oral board panel with a suit, tie, and twinkle in their eye, promising to embrace “the
mission.” They were the candidate that once practiced for hours to parrot the perfect definition of
integrity, and had an answer for every “what if…” question the panel could possibly pose. They invested
weeks in college fire academies, EMT or paramedic school, and attending seminars on how to defeat the
exam.
These folks were dreamers, idealists, and optimists; but, somewhere along the way, they fell off the
wagon and became disengaged. The spark that once inspired them has since faded, and has been
replaced by something else. Oh, most will claim that they are still doing the job; and it may be true that
– technically – they meet the minimum qualifications to drive the apparatus, pull hose, start a line, or do
the dishes. But, by most definitions, they have long since given up on whatever it was that once drove
them to be a positive role model.
These firefighters may not be fully aware of what people really think. Our “culture” has a tendency to
feed the grouches enough scraps of information about lousy policies, contract issues, poor leadership,
and overtime to fuel his or her disdain for the organization they once loved. From the comfort of their
favorite station chair, they are the first to complain about being stagnant; they are the first to complain
about change; and they are the first to complain about others’ lack of involvement; but, they are the last
to volunteer to share the load, offer a productive suggestion, or provide a calming influence.
Let’s be clear, what is not being defined here is a firefighter that has tried and failed, or a person that
disagrees with the organization’s current course; that is, as long as they have demonstrated the nerve to
ask good questions and engage constructively to influence the outcome. Those people are awesome
(Riegelman). By getting involved, even on bad days, those employees are staying true to their
commitment by living the answers once offered to an oral board.
Fortunately, there are a lot of “experts” that are making some serious cash writing books, drafting
strategies, and offering seminars on how to deal with the names and faces that have, by now, began
creeping into your mind. Some would argue that these efforts are nothing more than the flavor-of-theday; others would counter that, while the outcomes may be packaged differently, the fundamental
principles are the same: listen well, have a plan, fail brilliantly, recover, try again, and be nice.
Another principle often written about, but difficult to fully embrace, particularly in public safety, is that
of holding people accountable. It can be a challenge because, while you can create a healthy work
environment, leaders cannot exactly legislate an employee’s attitude; leaving only a margin for sharing a
list of expected outcomes.
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Some cite the family atmosphere as a reason we struggle; others distill it into simpler terms, defined
only by those words outlined within a job announcement. Neither can be assessed in a vacuum, but
there is no doubt we have both functional and dysfunctional fire department families. And, few would
question that those that are underperforming often suffer from failing to address those prominently
featured within the first few paragraphs of this article.
The challenge, of course, is that some firefighters lack the training, abilities, and/or courage to hold
those within their charge accountable for their actions. One ancient author would offer the following
solution: Sometimes you just have to cut off the head of a concubine to get their attention.
Inscribed on bamboo strips around 25 centuries ago, The Art of War may very well be the oldest military
strategy book ever written. The work, which is attributed to the ancient Chinese military strategist Sun
Tzu, is composed of 13 chapters, each of which has since had a profound influence on military thinking,
business tactics, legal strategy, and leadership. The General’s principles proclaim that a leader’s success
is dependent on their ability to be courageous, maintain discipline, act decisively and behave in an
upright and just manner. But, it is a story attributed to Su-ma Ch’ien in 100 BC, which provides context
to the challenge of accountability.
The story goes that the success of Sun Tzu’s chapters had at some point reached the attention of Ho Lu,
King of Wu. As a challenge, King Wu asked if the General’s theories could be applied to women; at which
point Sun Tzu said yes, and 180 females were summoned from the palace. Sun Tzu divided them into
two battalions, and placed one of the King’s favorite concubines at the head of each. He then gave them
all spears and confirmed that they understood the differences between front and back, and right hand
and left hand.
In preparation for the exercise, Sun Tzu provided basic training on what he expected, and the girls
complied. Once complete, he set the stage in order to begin the drill. Then, to the sound of drums, he
gave the order “right turn,” but the girls only burst out laughing. Sun Tzu said: “If words of command are
not clear and distinct, if orders are not thoroughly understood, then the general is to blame.” So he
started drilling them again, and this time gave the order “left turn,” whereupon the girls once more
burst into fits of laughter.
Once again Sun Tzu said “If words of command are not clear and distinct, if orders are not thoroughly
understood, the general is to blame. But if his orders are clear, and the soldiers nevertheless disobey,
then it is the fault of their officers.” So after saying this, he ordered the leaders of the two battalions to
be beheaded.
Now, that did not sit well with the King. So, he sent word from his luxury box that he was quite satisfied
with the general’s abilities to handle the troops, and that losing the services of his concubines would
make life a little duller around the palace. Still, Sun Tzu was not having it: “Having once received His
Majesty’s commission to be the general of his forces, there are certain commands of His Majesty which,
acting in that capacity, I am unable to accept.” At which time, the general severed the heads of the
lovely ladies, and provided a field promotion to the next two in line.
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Not surprisingly, once the drum began beating to signify the beginning of the next drill, each of the
battalions went through all the evolutions with perfect accuracy and precision, without uttering a sound.
Subsequently, Sun Tzu announced to the King that the troops are now properly drilled, disciplined, and
ready for inspection. “They can be put to any use that their sovereign may desire; bid them to go
through fire and water, and they will not disobey.” The King then appointed Sun Tzu as his general.
Some are rolling their eyes right now, but the moral of this story easily applied without the actual
harming of any concubines. There is a new buzz phrase out there called Normalization of
Deviance, and it has a companion practice called Group Think. Together they illustrate how easy it is for
our firefighters to slowly creep from a point once thought as unacceptable to a new standard considered
acceptable by all but those still looking in from the outside.
One reason for this shift in environment is a failure of our leaders to take full ownership in their
responsibilities. Sun Tzu would have us believe that we owe our crews the benefit of clear direction,
follow-up and retraining when necessary, and some form of appropriate accountability (something short
of decapitation).
What is not said, but implied in this story, is that Sun Tzu may not have always been the most popular
guy around the campfire. Leaders are often tasked with making tough decisions that may not always go
over well with the troops. But, if communication is good, training is offered, and second chances are
embraced as part of conducting good business, the odds are good that Sun Tzu was respected; a trait
most officers would take over an even trade for being “liked.”
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